


Rising at Dawn: Chamber Music with brass by Carson Cooman

Chasing the Moon Down (2009) for mezzo-soprano, trumpet, and piano 13.49
1 Winter 4.08
2 Spring 1.58
3 Summer 2.17
4 Fall 5.29
Poetry by Katherine Gekker
Katarzyna Sadej, mezzo-soprano; Chris Gekker, trumpet; Jeffrey Grossman, piano

5 Cantus I (2011) for piano 5.49
Jeffrey Grossman, piano

6 Quidnet Shadows (2009) for flugelhorn and harp 8.38
Chris Gekker, flugelhorn; Rebecca Smith, harp

7 Cantus II (Into Unknowing Light) (2011) for piano 7.53
Jeffrey Grossman, piano

8 Autumn Sun Canticle (2005) for trumpet and piano 5.12
Chris Gekker, trumpet; Jeffrey Grossman, piano

9 Woodbury Sestina (2009) for trumpet 2.28
Chris Gekker, trumpet

Sonata for Tuba and Piano (2007) 15.29
10 Speaking of Sunsets 6.00
11 Build Me a Garden 6.04
12 Rising at Dawn 3.26
Mark Nelson, tuba; Marie Sierra, piano

13 Yizkor (2011) for piano 3.46
Jeffrey Grossman, piano

TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 63.08



The Music

Chasing the Moon Down (2009; op. 848), a cycle for mezzo-soprano, trumpet, and piano, was
commissioned by trumpeter Chris Gekker. The texts are an interconnected cycle of poems by
the trumpeter’s sister, American poet Katherine Gekker. In the four poems, the speaker reflects
during each of the seasons of the year—in the wake of a great loss.

I. Winter
The dog’s been underfoot all day,
you say
You two need a walk

Banished, the dog and I
hike toward the river
away from the wind
away from that chilling phone call
No one else is out

Above us, the waterfalls are ice
One wave froze in its tumble
over the edge
patiently it waits for a gentler season
unlike my friend who
slipped a rope over
her head and stepped
off a stool

The sun sets with winter abruptness
We turn toward home
A flock of black birds
with much ado and chatter
settles in for the night
The dog hurries, eager
to be underfoot again

My eyes sting with tears.
Is it the sharp wind,
or the glimpse of you
in the kitchen?
Across the frozen field between us
yellow light spills
like buttercups.

II. Spring
This is the time of year
to chase the moon down
beneath dogwood blossoms
terraced white in the moonlight

This is the time of year
to howl
wild at the moon
hurl yourself toward another,
crazy just for this night

That was before

Now the dog and I limp upstairs
find you naked by the window
I kiss the scar on your back

Shaped like a water bug, it
quivers across a moonlit lake



III. Summer
All night the dog kept us awake
as he barked
inconsolable, comfortless
at the thunder, the violent summer storm

Early this morning we survey the
damaged garden—
toppled tomato plants, bruised basil
an old nest flung on top of the hosta

The dog and I emerge from the beds
dappled with damp blossoms
I brush them away

like I want to erase your ragged scar
that fresh ropy line severing your life in
two

Perhaps tonight we’ll dream
the dog’s paws twitching
We’ll chase after you
grab you from the edge

Or perhaps we will not be able to sleep
for the sound of thunder, flash of lightning

IV. Fall
Overnight maples turn into pumpkins
and the dog disappears for hours in his
leaf-filled yard
herds squirrels corner to corner
No acorn will be harvested on his watch

Too tired for his nighttime walk
he puts himself to bed at eight

Tonight as the sun sets
wasps race to their nest
angry that their time is almost over
Seven deer tiptoe single file
from their feeding ground to their
sleeping ground

A full moon
shines silver on the batwing begonias

And then it happens
You are there
The dog, overjoyed
brings his ball, his stick
anything to keep you

It’s like that other sunset
when the tops of the oaks glowed yellow
For a long time
you had been too ill to look out the
window
Suddenly you saw them
and asked
How can I bear such beauty?

Poetry © 2009 Katherine Gekker
used with permission





Cantus I (2011; op. 925) for piano was commissioned by Nicolas Horvath and the Monte Carlo
Festival. The work is meditative and tranquil throughout. The very simple materials are
unfolded and re-folded.



Quidnet Shadows (2009; op. 849) for flugelhorn and harp is dedicated to Chris Gekker. The
title refers to Quidnet, a region of Nantucket Island, Massachusetts, located on its Eastern
shore. This work is one of a variety of pieces deeply connected to the landscape of Nantucket.
Specifically, it is music inspired by beach shadows cast in evening light. A ritornello opens the
piece and returns twice. In between these ritornelli are two mobiles, in which the music of the
ritornello is developed in a free, shadowing discourse between the two instruments.



Cantus II (Into Unknowing Light) (2011; op. 932) for piano was written for and is dedicated
to Julia Scott Carey, in memory of her mother, Harriet Stolmeier Carey (1951–2011). The work
is marked “tranquil, yet passionate.” It is a memory space in which a gentle tolling texture
pushes the discourse to an enormous climax, before dying away in peace and light.

“But darkness is Light,
That doesn’t know it’s Light yet.”

— Stuart Saunders Smith



Autumn Sun Canticle (2005; op. 656) for trumpet and piano was commissioned by The
Commission Project in memory of Bob Stata. Bob Stata was a jazz bassist and teacher, who
died on June 14, 2005 at the age of 52. The work was premièred by Colby Cooman, trumpet
and Carson Cooman, piano on November 19, 2005 at Nazareth College, Rochester, New York –
at a memorial concert celebrating the life and music of Bob Stata. This work has an autumnal
spirit, but is lyrical and hopeful as well. An opening aria section leads toward a chorale-like
passage. A development of this material leads towards a passionate and somewhat anguished
climax. The opening aria returns, before an elegiac coda closes the work.



Woodbury Sestina (2009; op. 851) is dedicated to Kevin Cooman and Sue Gillette. The music
of this piece unfolds as a single modal melody with an improvisatory character.



Sonata for Tuba and Piano (2007; op. 704) was commissioned by and is dedicated to tubist
Mark Nelson for premiere at the 2007 Southwest Tuba and Euphonium Conference. The work
is in three movements, each using the same basic musical material. Throughout the work,
there is an integration of the total chromatic spectrum (represented through row-like
constructions) with triadic and tonal elements, particularly connected to the interval of a
minor third.

The first movement, Speaking of Sunsets, is bold and dramatic throughout. The musical
material is subjected to a series of circular paths that loop back on themselves until the
movement ends. (The title refers to American poet James Tate’s poem “Never Again the Same”
and also Charles Wuorinen’s musical setting of that text.)

The second movement, Build Me a Garden, uses as its primary musical material a spiritual-like
melody. The movement opens with a slightly modified version of the song, which is developed
over the course of the movement. Connections are made between the first movement’s
material and the pentatonic melody (with its opening intervals of minor thirds).

The third movement, Rising at Dawn, is a moto perpetuo. The ideas from both previous
movements are put together in new, dancing combinations. Coming out of the darker first two
movements, this movement continually seeks places of joy. The dance breaks down, and a
recollection of the first movement leads to a bright coda.



Yizkor (2011; op. 935) for piano is dedicated to Jeff and Beth Grossman, in memory of Hugo
and Irene Feingold. The Yizkor prayer is the Jewish memorial rite, recited in memory of
departed family. It is traditionally said four times each year (on Yom Kippur, on the last day of
Passover, on the second day of Shavout, and on the eighth day of Sukkot.) This piece is a
musical Yizkor.



The musicians

Chris Gekker is Professor of Trumpet at the University of Maryland School of Music. He has
been featured as soloist at Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, and throughout the United States,
Europe, and Asia. Gekker appears as soloist on more than twenty recordings and as a
performer on more than one hundred chamber music, orchestra, and jazz recordings. CD
Review called his recording of Copland’s Quiet City “a model of quiet perfection” and in an
overview of several solo recordings Gramophone Magazine described his performances as
“astonishingly poised.” Gekker was a member of the American Brass Quintet for eighteen
years, and on the faculties of the Juilliard School, the Manhattan School of Music, and Columbia
University. He was principal trumpet with the Orchestra of St. Luke’s and frequently
performed and recorded as principal with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, and often as a
guest with the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. He has been a guest principal trumpet
with the New York Philharmonic, the San Francisco Symphony, and the Santa Fe Opera. Gekker
has performed and recorded with many jazz and commercial artists, and often for television
and movies. Many of his former students occupy orchestral positions in major symphonies
throughout the world, as well as being prominent in jazz, chamber, and commercial music. His
Articulation Studies, 44 Duos, Endurance Drills, and Piccolo Trumpet Studies are available from
Colin Publications and are sold worldwide. Gekker was born in Washington D.C., grew up in
Alexandria, Virginia, and is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music and the University of
Maryland. His teachers include Emerson Head, Sidney Mear, Adel Sanchez, and Gerard
Schwarz.

Jeffrey Grossman is a conductor and keyboardist based in New York City. His extensive
instrumental repertoire includes music from six centuries for the piano, fortepiano,
harpsichord, and organ, and his work as a conductor encompasses everything from Josquin des
Prez to Marvin Hamlisch. A native of Detroit, Michigan, he holds degrees in music from
Harvard University, the Juilliard School, and Carnegie Mellon University, where he studied
conducting with Grammy-award winning conductor Robert Page. He co-founded and serves as
artistic director of the Cambridge Early Music Project, an organization which has presented
numerous concerts in the Boston area of repertoire including Bach’s Magnificat and Jesu Meine
Freude and Schütz’s Musicalische Exequien. Grossman’s teachers include Robert Page and
Jameson Marvin in conducting; Louis Nagel in piano; Kenneth Weiss, Don O. Franklin, and



Barbara Weiss in harpsichord; Mutsumi Moteki in coaching; and Riccardo Schulz in recording.
He has performed in masterclasses of William Christie, Nicholas McGegan, Emma Kirkby, Jakob
Lindberg, Fabio Biondi, Christopher Hogwood, Lisa Goode Crawford, Jacques Ogg, Edward
Parmentier, Webb Wiggins, Robert Mealy (as harpsichordist); Thomas Hampson, Wolfram
Rieger, Helen Donath, Thomas Enman, Golda Vainberg-Tatz, Lynn Rice-See (as pianist); and
Kirk Trevor, Johannes Schlaefli, Mariusz Smolij, Rodney Eichenberger, Mathis Dulack, Kate
Tamarkin, Peter Jaffe, Donald Portnoy, Paul Vermel (as conductor). In 2008, Naxos released his
recording of the chamber music of Leland Smith, and his recording of piano solos by Keith
Barnard was released on the Métier label in 2010. He has also recorded chamber and solo
music of Carson Cooman for the Naxos, Albany, and MSR Classics labels. More information
about Grossman’s activities can be found on his website: www.jeffreygrossman.com.

Mark Nelson is an internationally recognized authority on the tuba. He has premiered over 30
new works, released two internationally recognized CD recordings, performed scores of
recitals across the United States, including Japan and Australia, and has published a book,
many articles, and over 250 reviews of new music, recordings, and dissertations. He is
currently the editor of New Materials for the International Tuba Euphonium Journal and has
served as the international secretary for the International Tuba Euphonium Association. His
degrees include the B.A. from Point Loma Nazarene University, the M.M. and D.M.A. from
Arizona State University where he studied with Daniel Perantoni and the M.Ed. in Education
Administration from the University of Vermont. Previous appointments include Professor of
Music at Millikin University and Associate Professor of Music at the University of Vermont. He
is currently the Chair of Performing Arts and Director of Bands at Pima Community College
where in addition to teaching euphonium and tuba, also teaches courses in electronic music
and music fundamentals.

Polish-Canadian mezzo-soprano Katarzyna Sadej was born in Wroclaw, Poland. She
maintains an active international performance career in concert, opera, recital and

oratorio. With a vast and varied repertoire, she has a particularly impressive resumé of world
premieres and rarely-performed contemporary chamber music and opera. In October 2011,
she sang the world premiere of John Harbison's new song cycle The Right to Pleasure.



She also recently premiered the lead role of Isabelle Eberhardt in Song from the Uproar, a new
opera composed by Missy Mazzoli, at the Fisher Center for the Performing Arts at Bard.
Katarzyna made her Carnegie Hall debut premiering the role of The Virgin in Paola Prestini’s
Oceanic Verses. In March 2011, she performed a recital tour in Serbia and Montenegro
performing an all-French program, including Quebecois folk songs, as part of the Festivale de
la Francophonie. In September 2010, she appeared in Belgrade, Timisoara, Lviv and Kiev
where she performed recitals with Ukrainian pianist Marianna Humetska as well as premiered
Canadian composer Michael Pepa’s Lilliane, composed especially for Katarzyna. She performed
Lilliane with both the Banatul and Lviv Philharmonic Orchestras. In May 2011, Katarzyna
made her debut at the Ojai International Music Festival, California, in performances alongside
Dawn Upshaw and several other Bard Vocal Arts Alumni. Katarzyna was in Colombia for the
2010 Cartagena International Music Festival, where her performances were broadcast on
national television. Other international concerts include appearances in Taipei for Stravinsky's
Les Noces; Sulmona, Italy for Cherubino in Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro; and Jerusalem, for the
world premiere of A Call For Peace, composed by Sharbel Dalal.

Katarzyna is a winner of several prestigious prizes for her vocal accomplishments, including
the Vivian Asfar Memorial Award for Vocal Excellence, the William and Phyllis Waters
Graduating Award from the University of Toronto, and numerous scholarships from the
International Vocal Arts Institute, the Marc and Eva Stern Foundation, the University of
Ottawa, the University of Toronto, Bard Vocal Arts, the Metropolitan Opera National Council
and the Canadian Opera Volunteer Committee.

Marie Sierra is a professional pianist who performs collaboratively in over 40 concerts
annually and is formerly the staff pianist for the Tucson Girls Chorus and currently the staff
pianist for the Tucson Boys Chorus. Recently, Marie has performed and recorded with artists
Michael Becker (trombone) and Viviana Cumplido (flute). She has also recorded extensively
with Yamaha Artist and Saxophonist, Michael Hester, on Seasons and An American Patchwork.

Sierra is in demand as an accompanist throughout the United States and Mexico and has
performed at numerous international music conferences, including the 2010 International
Tuba Euphonium Conference in Tucson. Marie has served on the faculties of the Belmont



University in Nashville, and the Blair School of Music at Vanderbilt University. Sierra earned
her Bachelor’s degree and Master’s degree in Piano Performance at the University of Miami.

Rebecca Anstine Smith has enjoyed a distinguished career as a professional harpist and
teacher for over 25 years. Her orchestral credits include the Kennedy Center Opera House
Orchestra (1980–1990), the National Gallery of Art Orchestra, the Fairfax Symphony
Orchestra, the Filene Center Orchestra at Wolf Trap, and the National Philharmonic Orchestra.
In addition she has served as a guest musician for the National and Baltimore Symphony
Orchestras. In 1991 she performed as a soloist for the American Harp Society’s National
Conference and for the National Flute Association’s 1992 Convention.

Mrs. Smith received the Bachelor of Arts degree in music and French, magna cum laude, with
departmental honors in music. Upon graduation she studied with Jeanne Chalifoux at the
Peabody Conservatory. There she received the Master of Music degree in harp performance.
For many summers she studied with Alice Chalifoux at the Salzedo Summer Harp Colony in
Camden, Maine. During the summer of 1975 she studied at Tanglewood with Lucile Lawrence.
Rebecca has taught at Howard University, the Shenandoah Conservatory of Music, and the
George Washington University. Currently she teaches at the University of Maryland, College
Park and St. Mary’s College of Maryland.
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The Composer

Carson Cooman (b. 1982) is an American composer with a catalog of hundreds of works in
many forms—ranging from solo instrumental pieces to operas, and from orchestral works to
hymn tunes. His music has been performed on all six inhabited continents in venues that range
from the stage of Carnegie Hall to the basket of a hot air balloon.

Cooman’s work appears on over forty recordings, including eighteen complete CDs on the
Naxos, Albany, Artek, Gothic, Métier, Altarus, MSR Classics, Raven, and Zimbel labels. Cooman’s
primary composition studies were with Bernard Rands, Judith Weir, Alan Fletcher, and James
Willey.

As an active concert organist, Cooman specializes in the performance of contemporary music.
Over 130 new works have been composed for him by composers from around the world, and
his organ performances can be heard on a number of CD recordings. Cooman is also a writer on
musical subjects, producing articles and reviews frequently for a number of international
publications.

He serves as an active consultant on music business matters to composers and performing
organizations, specializing particularly in the area of composer estates and archives. For more
information, visit www.carsoncooman.com
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